
“The stack storage solution from Inwatec has had a 
significant impact on employees. It’s no longer the 
machines that regulate the pace. When we have a 
buffer in front, the manual handling at the packing 
station is done at a reasonable pace, and we’ve got 
significantly better ergonomics for our employees. It 
is very positive.”
 - Ove Belsvik, CTO, Nor Tekstil

Well thought out intra-company logistics plays a vital role in the success of industrial laundries, as it 
ensures that all processes are seamlessly linked with one another. A production process should never 
consist of separate, individual tasks, but rather form a chain that enables a smooth workflow within 
the company. 

Here is where Inwatec and a suitable automation system come into play - in the form of GREIT. It 
is a so-called stack storage system that serves as a buffer between the folding machines and the 
logistics area and enables easy managing of clean, stacked laundry items, further making time-
consuming manual trolley handling redundant. GREIT therefore not only represents the perfect 
solution for the handling of flat linen, but also provides for a logistical advantage and an increase of 
automation on the clean side.

For this system it is possible to adjust both, the 
stack capacity, as well as the storage capacity 
according to individual needs. Due to the modular 
design the speed can be increased, integrated 
laundry IT systems provide for a profound 
statistical analysis. The system is further 
equipped with advanced servo-controls for a fast 
and efficient positioning of the stacked laundry 
items. 

G R E I T

J U S T  W H AT  Y O U  N E E D

Modular Stack Storage and 
Pack-Out System 

Your benefits:

Increase of automation level 

Redundancy of manual trolley handling 

Effective handling of flat linen 

Enhancement of intra-company logistics
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If we caught your interest, you have any further questions or 
wish to schedule an appointment with our experts at Inwatec, 
we would love to get in touch with you. 
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